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In this report, we discuss some of our hacking and security solutions that we developed at our
Advanced Cybersecurity Research Lab (ACRL). This report consists of the following five main
experimental packages:
1) Exploiting the cloud computing system using a DDoS attack and developing a distributed
deployment of a cloud based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) solution.
2) Hacking SCADA systems components.
3) Hacking Metasploitable machines.
4) Hacking Windows 7 system.
5) Windows Post Exploitation
In our experiment, we exploit the vulnerabilities using the following hacking libraries:
1) Metasploit [1] is a very powerful tool to compromise the security of diverse networks. It gives
detailed information about present vulnerabilities in a system as well as allows user to exploit
those vulnerabilities using various exploit modules. It is mainly used for penetration testing.
2) The LOIC library. In our experiments, DDoS attacks are implemented through both the LOIC
library [4] and the CPU Death Ping library [5]. LOIC is a powerful free DOS and DDOS attacking
tool, it attempts to open several connections to the same target host and continuously floods
this host with fake network packets, or with HTTP requests that lead to a service disruption. A
DDOS attack runs LOIC through multiple zombies. LOIC supports two modes of operation: the
manual mode, where the user manually fills any input parameter, and the automatic mode,
where the attacks are remotely controlled.
3) The CPU Death Ping library [5]. The CPU Death Ping library is a DDoS attacking tool that opens
multiple floods to a large number of hosts and continuously floods them with fake packets and
HTTP requests to reduce their bandwidth and their performance.
4) Nmap [6] is a network scanner tool. Network administrators use Nmap to identify what devices
are running on their systems, discovering hosts that are available and the services they offer,
finding open ports and detecting security risks.
5) SCAPY [7] is used to manipulate TCP/IP packets. This tool can forge or decode packets, send
them on the wire, capture them, and match requests and replies. It can also handle tasks like
scanning, trace routing, probing, unit tests, attacks, and network discovery.
6) The Meterpreter [13] is an advanced, dynamically extensible payload that uses in-memory DLL
injection stagers and is extended over the network at runtime. We will use it to perform the
Windows post exploitation.
In the following, we describe in details the above mentioned four experimental packages.
(1) Exploiting Cloud Computing System Using a DDoS Attack and developing a distributed deployment
of a cloud based IDS solution.

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks [2] aims at disrupt the service quality of a system and
are strongly related to clouds because their effectiveness increases if an attacker can use the massive
amount of resources in a cloud. Fig.1 shows the 4 elements of DDoS attacks in our experiments namely:
(1) The attacker machine, (2) the handlers: They run some malware and act as an intermediate
interfaces to control the agents and route to them the attacker commands. The attacker controls these
hosts as a result of a previous attack, (3) the agents or zombie hosts. These hosts are controlled by the
attacker. They run some malware that either implements an attack on behalf of the attacker (botnets) or
generates a stream of packets towards the target system, and (4) the victim or target system.

Figure.1: The DDoS Strategy
Our implementation of the DDoS attack includes the following stages:
(1) Search of vulnerable hosts to act as handlers and zombies. In this stage, we scan hosts in various
networks and exploit a standard vulnerability scanner such as Nessus [3].
(2) Compromising the vulnerable hosts. In this stage, we exploit the vulnerabilities returned by the
scanner to attack some hosts and stealthy install some malware.
(3) Communication, broadcasting, and flooding. In this stage, we then communicate to one or more
handlers to manage and configure the zombies or issue attack commands. The handler broadcasts any
received commands to hundreds or even thousands of zombies that start flooding the network of the
target system until the attacker stops the attack.
1.1 Cloud Based IDS Deployment Model
To simulate the Cloud system, we have partitioned our cloud infrastructure into two virtual zones,
VZ1 and VZ2 to distribute the DDoS Zombies into two distinct virtual cloud networks. This increases the
complexity of detecting the DDoS attack. In the virtual networks, the VMs are connected to virtual
switches through virtual NIC cards, see Figure 2. Virtual switches are connected to physical switch ports
through the port mirroring facilities provided by the Hypervisor layer. VZ 1 consists of two nodes, node 0

and node2, each running three VMs with distinct operating systems. Another VM is mapped onto node 2
to run the Metasploit and LOIC attack libraries. VZ2 consists of three nodes, node1, node3, and node4,
each hosting 3 VMs as in VZ1. The following section explains the distributed deployment and Section 1.4
and 1.5 outline the experiments using the distributed deployment.
1.2 The Distributed Deployment
As implied by its name, the distributed model aims to spread the detection overhead among several
VMs in the cloud. Then, the final decision is taken by correlating the outputs of the IDS sensors in these
VMs. For each virtual zone, Host based IDS (HIDS) and Network based IDS (NIDS) components are
distributed among the corresponding VMs. The HIDS consists of two main components, an agent and a
server. The agent is a sensor that collects all events from the VM operating system and forwards them to
the server component in a specific VM in the zone. Agents are installed in all VMs except those with the
HIDS servers. An HIDS server analyzes all collected events and exchanges its alerts with the server in the
second zone so that the administrator can collect all the alerts from any server VM. The NIDS component
works as a server that monitors the traffic through the virtual switch. It communicates its detection score
to the NIDS server in the second zone that correlates the scores to take the final decision about the
detection of network attacks. To avoid a single point of failure, the VM that hosts the HIDS and NIDS
servers is backed up by another VM in a distinct node in the same zone. The backup VM is always
updated with the status of the active server through the exchange of heartbeat messages. Hence, it acts
as a hot spare to recover any failure in the active VM. Both the VM that runs the NIDS and HIDS servers
and the corresponding backup VMs are referred as “management VMs” as shown in Figure 2.
As shown in Figure 2, VM0, hosted in cloud node 0 of VZ1, is the active management VM. It runs both
the Snort [8] (as an example for NIDS) and the OSSEC (as an example for HIDS) [9] servers and it is backed
up to VM6 in node2. The Snort server is attached to a promiscuous port on the virtual switch to mirror all
traffic. The OSSIC server is connected to all OSSEC agents in the other VMs. In the same way, VM4,
hosted in node1 of VZ2, runs the OSSEC and Snort servers and is backed up by VM10 hosted in node2. The
signature databases in both VM0 and VM4 are simultaneously updated and the two VMs exchange the
notification alarms. Furthermore, the detection scores of the Snort servers in both the VMs are
correlated to compute the final detection score.

Figure.2: The distributed deployment

1.3 Attack Scenario
To evaluate the detection accuracy of the proposed deployment against the host, network and DDoS
attacks, we run an attack scenario using the host and network attacks implemented by the Metasploit
library. Instead, the DDoS attacks scenario uses both the LOIC and CPU death ping libraries
independently. Figure 3 explains these scenarios where the Metasploit library installed in VZ 1 attacks
VM6 in the same zone and VMs 11 and 14 in VZ 2. In the DDoS scenario, both LOIC and CPU death ping
libraries have some agents distributed in VM8 in VZ 1 and in VMs 5, 11, and 14 in VZ2. Each agent attacks
one VM in its zone and another VM in the other zone. Consequently, the agents of VM8 attacks VM6 and
VM3, and the agents of VM5 attack VM3 and VM6. The agents of VM11 attack VM12 and the VM with
the Metasploit library. Finally, the agents of VM14 attack VM12 and the VM with Metasploit library. LOIC
floods the system by TCP and UDP packets, while CPU Death Ping floods by ICMP packets and HTTP
requests.

Figure 3: The host, network, and DDoS attacks scenarios

1.4 A Performance Evaluation of the Deployment model
This section evaluates the accuracy and the computational performance of the distributed
deployment model by analyzing the traffic of each Snort sensor in VZ1 and VZ2. Figure 4 shows the spikes
of the DDOS attacks resulted by the TCP floods of LOIC and the HTTP floods of the CPU Death PING
library. Figure 5 shows the spikes of the DDOS attacks resulted by the UDP floods of LOIC and the ICMP
floods of the CPU Death PING library. Both libraries run the attacks for 10 minutes. Each graph is divided
into four parts to show the traffic in the cloud network in different situations. In part A, the cloud system
acts in normal mode, and the system replies to legal packets without any problem. In part B the flooding
attack starts and the traffic rate increases. Consequently, the cloud system becomes unable to respond
to its users. In part C, the IDS starts to handle the attack and blocks the illegal packets. Finally, after
detecting and blocking the attacks, in part D, the traffic rate is normal again.

Figure 4: The DDOS by TCP floods using LOIC and the HTTP floods using CPU Death PING

Figure 5: The DDoS by UDP floods using LOIC and ICMP floods using CPU Death PING
The proposed distributed deployment is compared against the centralized one in terms of the
detection accuracy and computation time over 20,000 data packets. Figure 6 shows that the Centralized

deployment signals a higher number, 34.3%, of true alerts than the Distributed deployment. The higher
accuracy can be explained as the Centralized deployment takes the detection decision based on all
events centralized in one location. However, Figure 7 shows a lower computation time, 28.8%, of the
Distributed deployment than the Centralized one. In fact, the Distributed deployment distributes the
detection overhead among several sensors in the cloud and it can directly drop any packet that matches
a rule without any further analysis.

Figure 6: Number of true alerts signaled by
the Centralized and Distributed Deployment

Figure 7: The computation time of the
Centralized and Distributed Deployment

1.5 HIDS and NIDS detection outputs
The Web Interface of the deployed IDS offers a visual tool to manage and admin the IDS components
and to display the detected attacks. Figure 8 shows a snapshot of some detected attacks with their
corresponding risk values after correlating the alerts from OSSIC and Snort IDSs. We use the attack
libraries of VM “192.168.137.223” and other VMs as shown in Figure 2 to attack the cloud testbed. To
integrate the HIDS and NIDs alert, we use the IDMEF protocol [10], an XML standard format for
messages exchanged among IDSs. To correlate thee alerts and for the web interface, we use OSSIM [11],
an integrated security framework.

Figure 8: A snapshot of detected host and network attacks in the cloud system

Figure 9 shows the top 5 alerts with high risk value that were fired by both OSSEC and Snort IDSs in
different locations of the cloud. Figure 10 shows the top 10 VMs that signaled multiple alerts.

Figure 9: The top 5 alerts with high risk value fired by OSSEC and Snorts.

Figure 10: The top 10 VMs with multiple alerts in the cloud system.

2. Hacking the SCADA Systems Components.
We deployed the ModbusPal [12] which is a MODBUS slave simulator that simulates up to 247 slaves and
each slave has registers and coils. In this experiment package, we use a specific exploit at the MetaSploit
library called Modbus Client Utility exploit. By configuring it, we can read and write data to each slave’s
register as shown in the following screenshots.

We may notice that the value of the 2nd position is changed to 34 instead of 0. Similarly, there are
various SCADA related exploits available at Metasplot library. For instance, modbusdetect for
reconnaissance. Each SCADA vendor device has various vulnerabilities that can be exploited in a similar way
using the Metasploit.

3. Hacking the Metasploitable Machines
Metasploitable machines are Linux operating system that is developed for penetration testing purposes.
Therefore, they have multiple known vulnerabilities. We use the Metasploit framework to exploit those
loopholes. As we can see in all the following screenshots, we successfully got a root access to those
machines.

4. Hacking Windows 7.
In this experimental package, we chose windows 7 operating system as a victim. The IP address of
windows 7 VM is 192.168.157.139. First, we ran NMAP to find open ports, after that we chose the TCP port
445 which runs server message block (SMB).

As shown in the above screenshots, we use a scanner to find current vulnerability related to the TCP 445
port service. As a result, we found that the system is vulnerable to MS17-010. Therefore, we used the
exploits related to MS17-010 and successfully got access to Windows 7 as shown below.

We can also poison the ARP Cache of any windows system. The outcome is to link an attacker's or a
forged MAC address with the IP address of a legitimate system or server on the network. The following
attack shows how we can poison the ARP cache using SCAPY by linking forged MAC address to a legitimate
IP. Here, the traffic related to 1.1.1.1 will not route correctly.

(5) Windows Post Exploitation
In this experimental package, we use a deeper hacking technique which is called post exploitation. Using
this type of exploitation, we can inflict damage, steal data, and leave back doors for future attacks. The
Meterpreter payload [13] is crucial tool that we use to perform post exploitation. Using the Meterpreter
tool we can customize a lot of options that allow us to explicitly manipulate the OS and capture data.
Meterpreter is a transition from the use of modules to the use of post modules. The difference here is that,
the modules will help us gain sessions. These sessions are windows into the victim PC. In the cyber world, we
don't want to stop once we get into a system, we want to matrix or pivot through the network. The post
modules are the exact way that we will matrix through the system, pivot to other systems, and gather data
about the victim that will lead us to other possible victims. Here we will focus on windows post exploitation.
First, we will look at Post Capture models. This will help us gather user input. The post capture model we will
examine is the keylog_recorder module. This module capture keystrokes from user input as long as we are in
a process that requires human or machine input, see the screenshots below:

Here, we are utilizing the keylog_recorder post module. The module will steal keystrokes to a file in the
system. Once we have run the keylogger for long enough, we will read the file and see what was being input
into the system.
Next, we will look for the post gather modules. These module are used to expand our knowledge about the
victim or even the victim network. After all, we look at a variety of post gather modules available to us. The
following screenshot shows the checkvm post module. This module, while simple, can be very useful. This is
going to notify us whether the victim we have attacked, is running as a VM. This is important for pivoting
purposes. If we know the machine is a VM, then we also know that there is a strong chance that the host of
the VM is also hosting other VMs.

In the following screenshot, we use the credential_collector. The name speaks for itself. We dump out
the hashed passwords and corresponding usernames that are stored on the system. We can input them to a
hash breaker to see if we have easy access to the system.

Next, we run the dumplinks post module. This is very useful for stealing data that may be important to
the system. This module dumps out and recently worked on documents. This is useful because if we know
what the users are working on, we are closer to finding mission critical documents. The exact type of thing
we are looking for.

Finally, we move to the local_exploit_suggester. This can be compared to the nmap we performed
earlier but it is more specific to the system we have victimized. Nmap may not be able to find every exploit
just based on the port scan. With this module we can examine the features and applications stored on the
system that have known vulnerabilities. The module will then give suggestions to what we can use to further
damage the system.

The last category of post exploitation modules is the post manage modules. These modules help us
manage the system and move around in the system. This further our control over the victim system and
hopefully gain us more victims and easier access to the system in the future. In the following screenshot, we
use the autoroute post module. Using this module, we add our IP to the victim subnet, this way traffic may
be routed through our PC, giving us access to even more victims. This is the ultimate pivot module because
instead of finding victims we are just going to bring the victims right to us. We need to know the subnet that
the victim is on, then we simply add our IP as part of the route.

The following screenshot shows the delete_user post module which is straight forward. Using this
module we can delete users that we may have found during the post gather modules. Deleting users on the
system will make it impossible for system users to sign on to the computer. We can inject malicious code in
the system, the users will have no access letting the code run throughout the system. They will be forced to
power the system down and we are accomplishing the goal of denial of service without the use of network
bandwidth.

The last screenshot shows the migrate post manage module. We would use this module to keylog from a
different process. We can use it to migrate to whatever process we would like as long as it is running on the
system. Here we migrate to the explorer.exe, so we can do some snooping in the file system.

Future Work
In this report, we focused on the offensive side, We plan to highlight the practical experiments that
were conducted in our recent publications [14-25] and highlight the outputs of our developed protection
systems.
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